The topographical and age distributions of neuroendocrine cells in the normal human appendix.
In order to clarify the histogenesis of appendiceal carcinoid tumours, epithelial (ENC) and subepithelial (SNC) neuroendocrine cells were counted at four sites in 50 normal appendices stained by standard argyrophil and argentaffin techniques. In general, ENC were present in similar number at all sites within the appendix, whereas SNC were more numerous at the tip than at the base. The number of ENC was similar throughout life, apart from an increase in one neonate and some elderly patients, whereas SNC were maximal in young adults. Thus, the topographical and age distributions of SNC, but not those of ENC, parallels the topographical and age incidence of appendiceal carcinoid tumours, suggesting that most appendiceal carcinoid tumours arise from SNC rather than ENC.